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EU ETS over-allocation study

“April 2006 event”: 
first EU Member State 
compliance data was 
made public

The main EU ETS 
shock so far:

› Shocks provide
insights into
regulations’ effects
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Central question & conclusion

› Central question: Did EU ETS firms’ 
shareholders interpret the carbon price drop of 
April 2006 as significant and, if so, how did the 
event’s impact differ among firms?

› Conclusion: the impact was significant. 

� Share prices increased:

- The less carbon-intensive the production

- The more firms were long on allowances

� No impact on share prices from allowance 
trade activity, or pass-through of carbon costs
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Obtaining market values
› With “market values” we refer to the 
‘abnormal’ returns: the part of the share price 
returns which have been caused by the event

› The standard event-study approach:

� Determine Business-As-Usual (BAU) returns

� Realized returns - BAU returns = 

Abnormal returns
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Hypothesis (1) and (2)
› Market values of firms with carbon leakage 
increase. Increases are larger for dirtier firms, 
than for cleaner firms.

› Market values of firms without carbon leakage 
decrease. Decreases are larger for dirtier firms 
than for cleaner firms.

› Carbon-intensity of production:

› Carbon leakage: 1 if firm’s industrial activity in 
Commission carbon leakage lists; 0 otherwise
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Hypothesis (3) and (4)
› Market values of firms increase (decrease) the
more firms are short (long) on allowances

� Medium-term =

› Market values of firms increase the more firms
decreased their stock holdings by (de facto)
‘borrowing’ and selling allowances

� Short-term =
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Hypothesis (5)
› Market values of firms increase the larger the 
firms’ shares in the allowance trade

› Trade-intensity =

› No trade = 1 if ‘Trade-intensity’ equals zero                     

0 otherwise
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Overview of the results
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EU ETS factor Hypothesized Result

carbon leakage (CL) (+) not significant

carbon-intensity with CL (+)

significant: (-)
without CL (-)

medium-term holdings (-) significant: (+)

short-term holdings (-) not significant

trade-intensity (+) not significant

no trade (-) not significant
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Discussion of the results
› Not significant: carbon leakage / pass-through 
of costs. Due to measurement problems?

› Not significant: allowance trade activity

� Investors lack sufficient data on conducted 
trades? Valuations of firms may improve 
when it is known that such firms are 
borrowing allowances or having surpluses

� The market will benefit if the Commission 
increases the frequency of publications of 
emissions and allowance transfers of firms
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Conclusion
› The EU ETS does ‘bite’: 

� Negative impact from carbon-intensity

- Previous literature: share price valuations are 
lower/higher with dirtier production

� Positive impact from medium term holdings

- Previous literature: with the 2006 price drop, 
lower returns with more allowance holdings

› Signals that firms with better abatement 
capacities are considered more competitive

› The EU ETS is valued as a restriction on pollution
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Thank you for your attention!

› Contact details

Thijs Jong, M.Sc.
University of Groningen – Faculty of Law

Department of Law and Economics
T: +31 (0)50 363 2174
@: m.a.p.jong@rug.nl


